
Rail Style 
Paddock 
Fencing 

Effortless style 



Superior Safety Every once in a while an exceptional product 

comes along that has it all…… 

 

Superior safety  

With a long carefree 

life 

With unparalleled 

style  

Colour that stays  

And electrification 

built in 

Requiring little to no 

maintenance 

That is simple to 

install 

Insist on superior safety…. 

A rail with no sharp points 

that does not splinter, is soft 

but lies flat….  

Meticulously designed to 

protect your horses 

Simply the Best…. 

Safety first is safety always 



Competitive Price 
The capital cost of the fence rail is competitive when 

compared with wooden fence and rail…. The total 

cost of ownership of the Safety4Horses rail is 

significantly less expensive than most alternatives as 

it has NO annual upkeep costs….  For example 

wooden rails require constant attention (painting, 

repairs, replacing rails). 

Designed to withstand harsh weather conditions 

(freezing and hot temperatures).  This fence rail is UV 

stabilised….  Lifespan in Europe is at least 20 years… 

in the harsh UV environment of South Africa the 

lifespan is at least 10 years.  

Lourensford Stud 

Somerset West 

Long Carefree Life 



Effortless Style 

Sit back and enjoy your Safety4Horses paddocks...  

They simply stay immaculate with little or no effort for 

many many years….   

“This is by far the best horse fencing I have ever 

seen or used… It is very safe, it looks stunning, it is 

very easy to install it is very durable and it is 

maintenance free”  

Nicky Whitfield - Lavender Hill Stud 

“Style is a way to say 

who you are 

without having 

to speak.” - Rachel 

Zoe  

Permanently Stylish… 

make everything around 

you beautiful 



Colour Design 
The colour you choose isn't just a colour - it is an 

ATTITUDE…..   

 

Manufactured into the rail, the colour is permanent 

and requires no maintenance…  popular colours are 

white, brown and green….    

 

Discuss the options to 

personalise your colour….    



Easy Care 

From time to time 

a bucket of water 

and a cloth is all 

that is required to 

keep the rail 

immaculate…….  

Tension the fence with a 

standard 24mm spanner as 

required 

Electrification 
We lead the world with our patented design 

Electrification is an integral part of the product…  

simply link the fence to a power source….  An added 

advantage of electrification is it stops horses crib 

biting or rubbing the fence.   

Rail perforated 

through to wire for 

electrification  



Simple Installation 

Maine Chance Farms—Robertson 

The Safety4Horses fence rail kit consists of flexible 

fence rail, the tensioning ratchet assembly, fence post 

insulating brackets and the fixed end bracket…..  

Install poles (corner posts need to be concreted), 

install brackets using builders line (for position), feed 

rail through,  tighten screws in fixed end bracket, 

tighten in ratchet….. Installation done !!   

Product Components 



Website:   https://www.safety4horses.co.za 

Facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/safety4horses/  

Contact Us Our manufacturing business has a track record of more 

than 20 years (we opened in 1996).  We distribute and 

sell our products throughout the world.  Every part of 

the Safety4Horses Fence rail product range was 

designed and is manufactured by us in our factory in 

South Africa.  We are a registered exporter.  

 

Safety4Horses is a brand of  

Klips n Things CC  

Company Registration CK 1996/029909/23 

VAT 4200158519 

Kevin: +27 82 570 5865 

Email:  sales@safety4horses.co.za 

Office: +27 33 234 2912 

Physical Address  

P1(10) Grootvallei 941, P548 

Midmar Dam, Midmar 

Howick, 3290  


